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ALL YOU WANT
IS GREECE.
It has been quite a
year. A year you’d
probably prefer to
leave behind and
move on.
You put your wants on hold and stayed patiently inside,
waiting for better days to come.
Now that these days are just around the corner, you can
start listening again to your wants and do whatever it
takes to satisfy them.
Always while keeping yourself and those around you
safe.
If you keep really quiet for a moment, you will hear your
inner voice asking you one simple question.
“What do you want?”
Do you want to experience a little about everything or a
lot about one thing?
All you want is one place. A place tailor-made for you.
#AllYouWantIsGreece

REGION OF CRETE
Crete is a jewel in the Mediterranean Sea, the cradle of
European civilization.
The hospitable Cretan people are famous for their culture, innovative spirit and nutritional habits. The Cretan diet is highly esteemed as one
of the healthiest diets in the world, whereas Crete boasts
a vast array of quality products such as olive oil, wine,
honey, cheese, rusk, herbs.
Crete is definitely a culinary destination for food lovers,
featuring a variety of dining options from traditional taverns to fine dining.
But what makes the Cretan diet unique among other
Mediterranean diets is the whole philosophy that comes
with it. It is essentially a whole new way of life that encompasses essential social values and habits such as hospitality, family life, fasting and daily exercise. Crete is a
heaven for nature lovers and those combining adventure
and fun on their vacation.
The island offers a variety of activities and opportunities
for exploring nature. Its mild climate attracts visitors before
and after the established touristy summer season. Crete’s
stunning natural beauty awakens in visitors an imperative need to discover its mountains and UNESCO Global
Geoparks, its impressive gorges and the unique Samaria
Gorge Biosphere Reserve, its hiking trails and more than
500.000km of the E4. Each route in Crete is unique. One
can encounter emerald beaches, scrublands, sand dunes,
rocky summits, steep slopes, alpine zones, verdant mountains, deep gorges, dry lands, gurgling rivers, scenic ponds,
Mediterranean woods, wetlands, fertile meadows, vineyards and olive groves, while the same contrasts are met
below sea surface. Trekking, canyoning, climbing, scuba
diving, horse riding, caving, skiing, mountain climbing,
bungee jumping, golfing, parasailing, windsurfing, and
kite surf are some of the activities that Crete offers. All
combined with a great variety of lodging options; from
small family hotels or agrotourism cottages to luxurious
all-inclusive hotels.
Crete combines the new alongside the old, the ancient
with contemporary history, being one of the most popular
Greek tourist destinations!

REGION OF EPIRUS
EPIRUS: Untouched beauty
and full adrenaline!
Epirus means high mountains, deep gorges, rushing
rivers, rare flora, mountain lakes and forested slopes!
From Vikos Gorge listed as the world’s “deepest relative
to its width” by the Guinness Book of Records to the magnificent Valia Calda National Park, Epirus is the ultimate
destination for nature lovers every season.
Winter: All roads lead to the snow slopes of Anilio, Metsovo and Vasilitsa for skiing and snowboard!
Spring: The perfect season for trekking in Mavrovouni in
Metsovo with great natural beauty and for an impressive
mountain route from Theodoriana in Tzoumerka to the
double waterfalls of Souda! Enjoy, the sunrise by the side
of alpine “Dragonlake” and rafting in Voidomatis and
Arachthos river.
Summer: Water sports on the enchanting beaches of
Thesprotia and Preveza, diving in the spectacular underwater sites or river trekking along the legendary Acheron? It is your decision!
Autumn: The season with gorgeous colours! Enjoy a bike
ride around Aoos springs lake or taking photos of rare
birds in the Amvrakikos Gulf!

HALKIDIKI TOURISM ORGANIZATION
HALKIDIKI - GREECE:
Inside your dreams..
They say that no other place in Greece
can boast beaches like those of Halkidiki. It is the perfect combination of
the reviving Mediterranean light, the
unspoiled land, the lively communities,
and a glorious past to explore.
Three peninsulas, fjiord-like bays with emerald beaches
and coves, imposing mountains -the stage for thriving life
and civilizations in every form -like the thousand- year old
monastic state of Mt. Athos, a unique UNESCO World
Heritage Site!
Add the local gastronomy, the religious traditions, the
openness and hospitality of the people, the wide range
of activities; the already desirable has turned to the simply irresistible. The great Greek philosopher Aristotle, who
was born here and spent his life away from his native
land -if only to teach the young Alexander the Great- never ceased to praise the honey of Halkidiki!
It is truly a place of dreams… and your dream has only just
begun…
www.visit-halkidiki.gr

LOUTRAKI TOURISM
ORGANIZATION PROFILE
Loutraki Tourism Organization is the
official Destination Management Organization of the city of Loutraki and
the entire municipality, representing
the sum of the tourist businesses operating within our destination.
Loutraki is a unique destination, ideal for tourism on a
year-round basis, located 80km from the city of Athens
and 3km from Korinthos, in the entrance of the Peloponnese.
Loutraki is the top tourist destination in Central Greece
comprising a set of exclusive USPs:
- Proximity to Athens & the Eleftherios Venizelos International airport (only 80 km away).
-
Proximity to the most important archaeological sites
of Central Greece (Acropolis, Epidaurus, Mycenae,
Heraion, Sounio, Olympia, Delphi, Ancient Corinth, Mistras etc.).
- The mild Mediterranean climate, the crystal clear sea
water and the beautiful beaches combined with a fascinating natural environment, blended by the coexistence
of mountain - sea.
- The significant tourist infrastructure that presents a total
of 50 hotels & 8.000 beds, among which are, the high
quality, 5 star hotels Club Hotel Loutraki & Poseidon Resort.
- The luxurious, Loutraki Casino, the largest one in Europe,
with gaming halls of 100 tables and 1000 slot machines,
offering the most modern and exciting games.
- The Loutraki Municipal Thermal Spa where visitors enjoy special treatments and the therapeutic abilities of
the thermal water, that the ancient Greeks discovered
2.500 years ago.
We are looking forward to meeting with you and present
you with the best of our destination on the B2B Workshops “Poland meets Greece” on 11/12 in Warsaw.
More info: www.visitloutraki.com
e-mail: info@lto.org.gr

THESSALONIKI TOURISM
ORGANIZATION
is a non-profit organization
which constitutes the official
tourism board of Thessaloniki’s Region.
Board Members
- Region of Central Macedonia

- Municipality of Thessaloniki
- Thessaloniki Port Authority
-
Regional Association of Municipalities of Central
Macedonia
- Regional Development Fund of Central Macedonia
- International Trade Fair of Thessaloniki - TIF HELEXPO
SA
- Thessaloniki

Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Key objectives
-
Advertising and promoting destination Thessaloniki in
Greece and abroad
- Designing the tourism brand of Thessaloniki
- Preparing and implementing tourism development strategic plans
- Promoting and highlighting the strategic advantages of
Thessaloniki as an important touristic, commercial, economic, cultural, religious and cruise destination as well as
a MICE destination
- Creating promotional and informative material and publications, such as, maps, city guides, and targeted thematic
brochures, while designing, implementing and promoting
new tourism products and services
- Supporting and coordinating various events that promote
the tourism profile of the Region

- I nternational Hellenic University
- Thessaloniki Convention
Bureau

Partners
- World Tourism Organization UNWTO
- GNTO - Greek National Tourism Organization
- VERY MACEDONIA - Tourist Region of Central Macedonia Tourism Department
- THESSALONIKI INNOVATION FRIENDLY DESTINATION Thessaloniki Innovation Zone
-C
 hef’s Association of Northern Greece

Thessaloniki Official Destination Portal
www.thessaloniki.travel
Thessaloniki Official Travel Guide
Thessaloniki city guide in Greek, English and Russian in
downloaded pdf version at
thessaloniki.travel/en/useful-information/download-information-material

Members
- Tourism Corporation of Thermaikos Municipality
- Municipality of Thermi
Co-organized events
- Reworks Festival
- Street Mode Festival
- International Monuments Festival

Our mission at the Athens Development and Destination
Management Agency is to promote Athens as an attractive year-round destination for residents, visitors, professionals and investors. With this in mind, ADDMA plans
and implements an integrated development and promotion strategy to enhance the city’s image.
• We focus on promoting innovation, business competitiveness and entrepreneurship. We focus on tourism and
culture, on the smart and sustainable management of
Athens’ urban environment, and on promoting social cohesion and social inclusion.
• By attracting funding and investment we support the
strategic and investment priorities of the City of Athens.
At the same time, we collaborate with private sector
firms to jointly design and implement programs and
projects that contribute to social, business and urban
development.
• We focus on boosting the city’s visitor economy through
projects related to the development of Athens by upgrading its public spaces and services to residents and
visitors and promoting the destination. Our aim is to
further establish Athens as an all-year city break destination as well as to create a seamless experience for
visitors by coordinating different agencies.
•
Attracting investment and boosting business in Athens are among our priorities. Our goal is to stimulate
local markets but also to attract international inventors
through incentives and investment opportunities.
• In the context of the social crisis we develop actions and
programs aimed at tackling social exclusion and ensuring social cohesion.

MUNICIPALITY OF ARTA
Arta is the second-biggest city in Epirus and the capital of the Municipality and Prefecture of Arta. It has a history of 2,700 years, since the age of
King Pyrros, the Despotate of Epirus
and till the present day.
Arta is the land of important historical figures, including
Nikolaos Skoufas, Georgios Karaiskakis, Ioannis Makrygiannis and Maximos Graikos.
The Byzantine color is scattered in every corner of the
city, while the plethora of Byzantine “treasures” classifies
the region amongst these with the most Byzantine monuments in Greece - following Thessaloniki and Mystras.
The area itself is a hidden gem. Rivers, lakes, picturesque
villages, the imposing mountains of Tzoumerka and the
Amvrakikos Gulf, compose a scenery ideal for exploration.
Arta, a modern city with respect to its history and heritage,
awaits you to discover her. We invite you to visit the capital of the Despotate of Epirus, home of the most imposing
Byzantine churches, land of famous stone craftsmen, and
make a unique trip through time!

MUNICIPALITY OF KARYSTOS
The Land of Pleasure, Adventure,
Nature & Hospitality
Karystos is the capital city of Southern Euboea, the biggest island
across Attica. It is located on the
southernmost part of the island on
the bay under the shadow of the
impressive mountain Ochi, where the myth says that Zeus
-king of Gods- got married with his beloved Goddess,
Hera. It is approximately 120km away from Chalkida but
you can also catch the costal ships from Rafina or Santa
Marina and get there in less than an hour.
www.dimoskarystou.gr

MUNICIPALITY OF RETHYMNO
Rethymno all-year-round
In the heart of the island of Crete,
embraced by Mount Psiloritis and
the White Mountains, Rethymno
is one of Europe’s best-preserved
Renaissance settlements. A cultural crossroads, a superb natural
environment, special architecture, unique hospitality,
and infinite entertainment options are the elements
that makeup Rethymno’s multidimensional identity.
With the walls of Fortezza Castle dominating over the
magnificent Old Town, Rethymno combines the Venetian romance with the needs of the modern visitor. In
the historic center, visit the Rimondi Fountain, the Venetian harbor with its signature Lighthouse, and the picturesque Loggia, one of the city’s oldest buildings. History
may be present everywhere in Rethymno. The Museum
of Αncient Eleutherna http://en.mae.com.gr/museum.
html and the Museum of Contemporary Art https://
www.cca.gr/home.html offer a charming journey to the
city’s long history as if time has never passed.
Its outstanding natural wealth will impress the nature enthusiasts: imposing canyons, beautiful caves, stone bridges, rare species of fauna and flora, authentic mountain
villages, unique walking and cycling routes complete the
picture of Rethymno’s inland. The outdoor adventure is totally accessible for all, the only thing you need to do is to
pick the trails and itineraries that best suit you!
Thanks to its award-winning beaches, Rethymno is an ideal destination for summer vacations. On the north shore
with its sandy, organized beaches you can find some of
the biggest and most luxurious hotels in the country. The
12 km sandy beach stretches along the east side of the
town, where every year 180 Caretta caretta sea turtles
nest. The southern coast hosts some of the most beautiful,
untouched exotic beaches of Crete.
Νot to be missed: the Carnival of Rethymno, a period of extensive carnival activities, leading up to the Grand Parade

with the
participation
of 15,000 people
www.rethymnocarnival.gr.
The Cretan Diet Festival promotes
awarded Cretan products, offers food and wine seminars,
and hosts many cultural events www.cretandietfestival.gr.
The Renaissance Festival blends integrity and durability
over 28 years of its presence. It is considered to be one of
a kind in the Mediterranean region, a meeting point for
local and international artists and performers www.rfr.gr.
Experience Rethymno’s vibrant rhythm and get to know
the locals, known for their warm hospitality and spiritual
authenticity. Visit Rethymno for a memorable holiday experience all-year-round! For more info visit
www.rethymno.guide

MUNICIPALITY OF TINOS
Tinos. The Aegean Muse
We call Tinos “the Aegean Muse” because it inspires the
locals to create and our visitors to preserve unforgettable
memories.
Join us to discover the cultural heritage, the history, art,
the local gastronomy and the beautiful landscape of Tinos and let’s take a tour through traditional villages and
impressive dovecotes that stand untouched by the time.
Tinos, belongs in the Cyclades complex of islands in
the South Aegean Sea The island is connected by ferry
with the ports of Rafina and Piraeus. Travelers may also
choose to fly to the international airport of Mykonos and
then take the boat to Tinos which lasts only 20 minutes
or so.
Tinos is the island of the Virgin Mary. The church of the Virgin Mary of Tinos dominates the highest point of Chora.
The church is dedicated to the icon found there in 1823
and has been associated with many miracles.
There are so many things to do and experience while in
Tinos.
With a cultural heritage that goes back to ancient times,
Tinos is an island deeply steeped in culture. Among the
island’s artistic tradition, marble craftsmanship is of great
importance. Many local artisans, as well as numerous famous sculptors, have transformed the island into an outdoor sculpture museum.
Apart from the art, there are so many places to visit in
order to discover the Tinian beauties like the mystery of

the lunar landscape of Volax, or the breathtaking scenery
dotted with dovecotes and chapels.
There are amazing beaches to satisfy the needs of our
visitors. Some are sandy, others with pebbles; some are
secluded, whereas others, offer all the amenities and hip
vibes of a beach bar. Moreover, if you are a water sports
fan, Tinos will reward you. It’s the best place for surfers
and scuba divers but let’s not forget the incredible sailing
excursions around the island and the magnificent horse
rides on the sandy shores of the island. For the more adventurous, the breath-taking rock of Exomvourgo is ideal
for rock climbing while the lunar landscape of Volax that
features spherical boulders is perfect for bouldering.
There are so many ways to explore Tinos. We would
suggest choosing one of the 13 routes of our organized
hiking trails network that exceeds 150 kilometers. For this
reason, we have developed a mobile app together with
a website that will assist you and inform about the points
of interest during the trail. Find more in www.tinostrails.gr
The beauty and generosity of the Tinian muse can be
seen in her bounty of natural produce, celebrated in its
local events. Capers and artichokes are so popular they
even have their own festivals. Sun-dried tomatoes, magical cheeses, sausages and many more are all part of
this culinary experience. We believe that a man’s love
for a place is nourished by the local cuisine. A single bite
is sometimes all it takes not just to showcase the quality
of local products and dishes but also to convey the authenticity and the hospitality of the region and its people.
Food is therefore justly considered one of the most beautiful, let alone most tasteful, ways to get to know a destination. From small coffee houses at the village squares and
tucked away tavernas in Chora’s alleys, to scenic, seaside
restaurants, the culinary experience that Tinos generously
offers constitute along with its scenery and people, the
soul of the island. This way of thinking led a group of local citizens in 2015 to initiate “Tinos Food Paths”, which
includes a week-long celebration that takes place every
May, aiming to promote the island as a gastronomic destination.

Guided by love and respect for both local ingredients
and the people who cultivate, produce, cook and trade
them, the festival consists of a great number of experiential happenings and journeys throughout the island
where participants get to taste local dishes and delicacies and meet the people behind them while also doing
some sightseeing. Each year Tinos Food Paths feature
new places and people that passionately highlight the
island’s culinary treasures.
If you decide to visit our island, please download our
newly developed digital Clio Muse tour guide that is
available for android and iphone smartphones and follow the suggested tour. It’s the best way to experience
Tinos for start. Learn more in https://cliomusetours.com/
tours/tinos-the-aegean-muse/
Find more about Tinos www.tinos.gr

AEGEAN is Greece’s largest Airline and a member of
STAR ALLIANCE, the largest global airline alliance. The
Company has been honored, for the ninth consecutive
year and tenth time in the last 11 years, with the Skytrax
World Airline award, as the best European regional airline in 2019. AEGEAN stands by the side of the passengers with care to support them through every step of their
travel journey by regularly reviewing and enhancing the
health measures to ensure the safety of the passengers.

Avedis Aviation is a full-service
Travel Tourism agency committed to delivering seamless,
unparalleled travel experiences to better meet the rising
needs of today’s traveler We
offer a multitude of services
for Incoming/Outgoing clients
• Ticketing
• Hotel bookings
• Excursions
• Guided Tours
• Cruises Boat charters
• Vacation Specials
• Car rental
• Transfers

Axia Hospitality represents
the only Greek company
which offers intimately interconnected management assistance, consulting, as well
as sales and reservation management services. It has
been founded in 2012 and year after year it shows an
impressive growth in its portfolio and in its total turnover.
It is not a coincidence that over the last years of its operation, AXIA Hospitality has been consistently awarded
for its innovative business model by the “Tourism Awards”
(2016, 2018) and the “Greek Hospitality Awards” (2016,
2017, 2018), whilst last year (2019) Axia Hospitality was
awarded by the international institution of “Seven Stars
Luxury Hospitality and Lifestyle Awards 2019” as the “Seven Stars Sales Management Company“ of the year.
The CEO and Founder, Mr. Ioannis Kyritsis, has been distinguished as the “Greek Hospitality Rising Star” as well
as the “Greek Hospitality Influencer” by the institution of
the “Greek Hospitality Awards”. What makes him an innovative leader is that he is highly capable to understand,
recognize and examine the needs of the hospitality market, thus in 2016 he partnered with “Nelios - Hotel Digital
Marketing Agency” and as follows, he created the only
“one-stop shop” for hotel businesses in Greece.
The percentage of properties that provide guests with
luxury accommodation services, refers to the 49% of Axia
Hospitality’s total portfolio, which clearly demonstrates
that the company has an extensive expertise in the highend hotel services.

For over 60 years, Divani Collection Hotels have
exemplified Greek hospitality and have become
synonymous with luxury, comfort and service.We view
hospitality as an art form, paying painstaking attention
to every detail, with the sole aim of satisfying our guest –
you.With this philosophy in mind, we have trained every
member of staff at our luxury hotels in Greece to be
efficient, courteous and committed. When you book your
luxury accommodation in Greece or organize your event
at one of our exceptional hotels, your needs will be met
and your expectations exceeded. With an atmosphere of
refinement, comfort, and hospitality in every one of our
offerings, we create something that discerning travelers
have been enjoying for decades – a true home away
from home. We welcome you to our luxury hotels in
Greece, Divani Collection, we welcome you home!

Luxurious Business or Leisure Retreat
in Thessaloniki
Hyatt Regency Thessaloniki offers an
exclusive experience for both business and leisure travelers, combining
high-quality products with outstanding service. Make yourself at home
in our spacious and comfortable
guestrooms, enjoy authentic Greek
specialties, and have fun in the largest Casino in the Balkans, or unwind
at the outdoor pool between meetings.
Only a 5-minute drive from Macedonia International Airport, the Hyatt Regency Thessaloniki offers high-quality
banqueting facilities, spacious rooms, state-of-the-art technology and a unique Asian spa. Hyatt Regency Casino,
the largest casino in Balkans, is a 3-minute drive away
and free shuttle is available.
Each spacious room in this luxurious international hotel
has been fully equipped with the latest in communications technology. Every modern amenity has been provided to ensure guests have a comfortable stay. Free WiFi
is available.
Business travelers have access to high-tech conference facilities and the Hyatt can accommodate a variety of business events and special occasions, from large seminars to
lavish weddings in indoor and outdoor venues.
Guests have many options for on-site entertainment, with
the lively lobby lounge and Mediterranean restaurant, all
with lush outdoor garden seating areas.
Club Olympus has an indoor, heated pool, whirlpool with
hydromassage jets, sauna and steam room. Sports facilities include a fully equipped fitness center, tennis and
squash courts. A large outdoor pool and junior pool, surrounded by lavish gardens, make the venue truly unique.

Discovering the Lesvos Petrified Forest, a unique natural
monument is an unforgettable experience.
Lesvos Island
United Nations
Visit the four parts of the
UNESCO
Educational, Scientiﬁc and
Global Geopark
Cultural Organization
Lesvos Petrified Forest and
enjoy a unique experience.
The Sigri Park, the Plaka Park, the Bali-Alonia Park, and
the Nissiopi Park, as well as the fossil-bearing positions
along the Antissa-Sigri road, are waiting for you.
SIGRI PARK
Impressive root systems and standing petrified trunks in
excellent condition invite you to reveal the history of the
Lesvos Petrified Forest.
PLAKA PARK
Both the coastal and the land part of the Plaka Park
await you to discover more than thirty fossilized trunks of
conifer and fruit-bearing trees. Among the finds, you have
the opportunity to admire the largest in diameter standing petrified tree trunk, whose perimeter reaches 13.7
meters and has an impressive root system.
NISSIOPI PARK
The Marine Park of Nissiopi, the first marine fossil park in
Greece offers a unique experience to its visitors.
PETRIFIED FOREST PARK (BALI-ALONIA)
The Petrified Forest Park in Bali Alonia is the first outdoor
visiting park of the Petrified Forest. It was created in 1987
and since the 18th century the area has been known as
“Kiria Apolithomeni”.

DISCOVER, EXPLORE AND ADORE
Welcome to Marbella Elix – a
unique luxury hotel near Parga –
on Greece’s beautiful Ionian coast.
A destination where the mountains
meet the ocean and the pristine
landscapes offer a rare glimpse of
an unspoiled world.
Sitting discretely on top of a pine-forested hill, MarBella
Elix commands views to the islands of Paxos, Antipaxos
and Corfu, with the stunning beach of Karavostasi stretching out below – easily reached by the funicular railway or
short walk down a tree-lined path.
Join us to discover, explore and adore everything we offer
to make your getaway one that all the family will remember – from white sands and turquoise waters to sublime
Mediterranean cuisine and awesome adventures.
*Due to the COVID-19 pandemic situation MarBella Elix
will now open on 30th of April 2021.
Marbella Elix offers the opportunity to experience Greece
like never before. A place that caters to everyone’s idea
of a true holiday – one designed to challenge and pamper in equal measures. And one that offers the opportunity to turn off the tech and enjoy a real escape with a huge
amount of activities for all ages and abilities – whether
you want to kick back or take up a new challenge.
The choice is all yours, relax on the beautiful beaches,
plunge into the cooling waters, take off in kayaks or on
bikes, trek in breathtaking scenery and work out in the
gym. Or simply spoil yourself in the spa, soak up the sun
poolside or take in the sunset from the serenity of your
private balcony.
Discover so much to do and see in Marbella Elix and our
beautiful surroundings.

The Psiloritis Natural Park,
a UNESCO Global Geopark
in Crete, Greece
Within the island of Crete, renowned for its culture and history,
there is a place where the secrets
of life and nature have been preserved for hundreds of centuries.
Different types of Mediterranean rocks mixed together
to create a unique environment within which life adapted and evolved. The combination of hundreds of plants
and animals, which live exclusively in these mountains
has produced a region characterized by its great biodiversity. Because of its unique natural history, a large part
of the area participates in the Nature 2000 Network. The
great variety of Earth processes that have formed these
mountains, the fascinating geology, the exceptional natural environment and the vibrant culture and traditions of
its people are all facets in the character of the Psiloritis
UNESCO Global Geopark.
Without doubt the Geopark is characterized by its superb
geology. This is reflected by the variety of rock formations
that comprise all the rock types of Crete, the various landscape types ranging from the sandy beaches to the alpine
mountain tops, the diverse gorges and the hundreds of
caves. Both the outstanding scenery and the wonderful
climate of the park are embedded in the cultures of all the
civilizations that thrived there.

The
cultural
and natural heritage of Psiloritis’ can be
discovered using the broad
network of hiking, mountaineering,
natural, geological and cultural trails that cross over all the
territory. Supported by the mild Mediterranean climate explorers can travel with safety and pleasure most times of the
year, to unravel the secrets of an extraordinary mountainous
environment. Only in Psiloritis geopark, one can experience
mountain skiing and within an hour drive, swimming in the
Cretan or Mediterranean Sea.

Evidence of these cultures is preserved in the countless
archaeological sites, museums and historical monuments,
as well as at the dry-stone made Sheppard’s houses, the
“Mitata”. Psiloritis is also the heart for the original Cretan
traditional music and textiles that the visitor can discover
in most of its traditional villages. The excellent environment, the traditional methods of cultivations and livestock
growth give birth to products of superb quality and taste.

The UNESCO Global Geopark of Psiloritis is an excellent destination for geotourists and provides opportunities for both
recreation and education. Within the Geopark the visitor has
an extensive choice of activities ranging from sports, like swimming, hiking, mountain biking and rock climbing, to getting associated with the breathtaking science of geology, to observe
birds, animals and plants, and to flavour the traditional cuisine
renowned worldwide as among the most healthy and tasty
food in the world.

The “YES!” Hotels Group envisioned hotels as works of
art and began to bring that
vision to life in 2004 with the
creation of the first YES! Hotel Semiramis. Continuously
expanding its vision, the YES!
Hotels Group now features
4 unique hotels, the Semiramis Hotel, Periscope Hotel, TwentyOne Hotel, and NEW Hotel, all situated in Athens and each brilliantly designed and
ingeniously crafted reinstating the notion of design hotels in
Greece. Owned by Dakis Joannou, an eminent collector of
modern art, the philosophy of YES! Hotels is Young, Enthusiastic and Seductive and denotes a commitment to creating
a new form of art in hospitality; a finely crafted balance between style and comfort. By bringing luxury, indulgence, exquisite design and architecture under the same umbrella and
bridging local traditions and authentic culture with high-end
technological advancements and modern comforts the YES!
Hotels Group introduces a new era in hospitality at the most
enviable locations of Athens.
The original YES! Hotel, Semiramis Hotel, was designed by
Karim Rashid and encapsulates an ambitious notion of design in the thriving area of Kifissia, a stylish, well-heeled suburb
of Athens. Twentyone Hotel, located in Kifissia is a creative
ergonomic design space; Periscope Hotel is a city hotel in the
central Athens area of Kolonaki, and NEW Hotel in Syntagma, embodying the fusion of ancient and modern Greece, is
the first hotel from Brazilian designers the Campana Brothers
in conjunction with the architecture students from the University of Thessaly.
The ultimate challenge was to incorporate contemporary art
into daily life, a challenge that was carried out to the maximum with architectural interventions in constructive dialogue
with their surroundings, impressive works of art, an eye-catching approach to décor and passion for detail.
Further supporting the locality, YES! Hotels have made a great
contribution to society over the years with donations to various
institutions, contributions to cultural organizations and funding
of events with the aim to promote the city of Athens.

Zeus International is a forward thinking Hotel Management firm providing hotel
management services and
delivering asset restructuring
assignments to independent
and multi branded hotels
and resorts, through innovative operating concepts and
market opportunity assessments.
The Hotel Management and advisory services offered
by Zeus International include owner representation,
hotel pre-opening and management, operations audits and consulting, turnaround management, brand
selection, profit improvement plans as well as various
programs focused on the relationship between customer retention, customer satisfaction and image.
Through a diverse team of executives who translate vision
into reality, the company delivers operating models customized to the needs of its clients and the specific marketplace.
With current offices in Athens, Milan, Bucharest, Nicosia
and Sofia, Zeus International is established as one of the
leading hotel management companies within Greece,
and with reach across Italy, Cyprus, and Romania. Operating more than 3,500 rooms in 22 hotels , driving top-line
revenues in all segments to achieve optimum profitability,
Zeus International expansion plan is to grow within Europe
with several further properties planned to open at the end
of 2021 and first quarter of 2022. Further new projects are
in the pipeline confirming the company’s vision to have a
Zeus International developed and managed property in
every major city and destination throughout Western and
Eastern Europe within the next five years.
The current portfolio of key partnerships includes projects
with some of the key funds and companies being, Invel
Real Estate Partners, Viohalco Group, as well as cooperation with some of the world’s most known hotel brands such
as Radisson Hotels, Hilton Hotels and Wyndham Hotels.

Zeus’
affiliated companies
Xenium and Hotelion,
cover advisory and hospitality development services such as:
financial analysis and refinancing of hospitality projects,
feasibility studies, investments analyses, development project management, master planning, developments design,
procurement, renovations, and new constructions of hospitality developments. Through Xenium and Hotelion, Zeus
is able to deliver a performance driven one-stop shop turnkey service to investors in hospitality.
Some of the recent awards Zeus International is proud of,
include; “Diamonds of the Greek Economy Award 2020”,
“Greek Business Champion Award 2019”, Greek Hospitality Golden Award for “Best Greek Hotel Management
Strategy 2019”, Tourism Awards, Silver in “Strategy & Innovation 2019”, Greek Hospitality Awards, Silver Award as
“Best Greek Hotel Management Strategy 2020”.

Greek
Gastronomy
Workshop
Greek
Participants

Imagine waking up under the Greek sun, while
on an island escape,
nature adventure or City
Break, to a delicious
breakfast buffet of local
specialties at a hospita-

ble table.
The “Greek Breakfast” welcomes guests at hotels in every
corner of Greece to savor the flavors and aroma of purely
Greek products and regional breakfast delicacies.
You’ll enjoy a taste of local culinary tradition that, not only
travels your senses, but inspires discovery of regional cultural heritage, local products and fruits of the earth.
What better way to start your day…
The “Greek Breakfast” is the inspiration of the Hellenic
Chamber of Hotels to connect the gastronomical wealth
of the country with the Greek hotel guest experience.
The “Greek Breakfast” promotes the regional culinary
heritage of Greece in a program formulated to highlight
local specialties and products.
Managed by the Hellenic Chamber of Hotels, the “Greek
Breakfast” is an innovative and highly- structured program
requiring strict adherence to well-defined specifications
by participating hotels to ensure quality and authenticity.
For the guest, it is an opportunity to discover the culinary
and cultural heritage of a preferred destination. Guests
can choose from an array of traditional dishes “on the
spot” gaining firsthand knowledge of local products and
culinary customs.
The “Greek Breakfast” showcases many of the Greek
products at the heart of the mediterranean diet. The
bread, rusks, olive oil, olives, yoghurt, honey and fresh fruit
create the basis of the “Greek Breakfast”.
Every region of Greece, depending on the climatic conditions, the soil, products and the historical interchange of
its inhabitants, has formed a particular gastronomic culture and local cuisine. The “Greek Breakfast’ welcomes
guests to get to know and enjoy the customary breakfast
specialties of the diverse regions of Greece.

ALPHA PI
Our Olive Grove
Our small family olive grove is located in the largest and most fertile
valley of the Peloponese, in the municipality of Ileia.
The exclusive koroneiki variety
trees, well known for the production
of†outstanding quality†and taste olive oil, are planted gracefully, avoiding closeness to each other.
The olive grove is cultivated and used by the family, employing only natural processes.
The outcome is the limited production of†top quality†extra
virgin olive oil.
Our Product
Single variety of extra virgin olive oil from100% Koroneiki
variety olives
We are constantly monitoring the product from the first day
of its birth! By providing it with the necessary care, we help
the tree in binding strong and healthy fruit while at the
same time following all the appropriate ìgoodî practices.
Olives are collected, exclusively by hand, while still unripe
and green. During the same day, in order to ensure than
nothing but their ìflowerî makes it to the bottle, they are
sorted and then†crushed in an environment of no more
than 26∞C. Indicative of this, is the fact that out of 12 kilograms of olives, only one kilogram of alpha pi extra virgin
oil is produced.
Following the harvest and the pressing, alpha pi is stored in
special vats for a short period of time until bottling.†Immediate processing and delicate handling, ensure that the
final product never loses its freshness or any of its olive oil
aromas.
From tree to bottle, we strive to meet only the highest criteria, as to preserve the quality and the unique characteristics
of the alpha pi extra virgin olive oil.

Angel Foods, is an exporting company of exceptional
quality Greek food for the international markets. We have
developed our own brand
“Kaloudi” (which means Goodies in Greek) and we are looking for partners, importers/
distributors who are active in the local markets.
All our products are part of the famous Mediterranean
Diet. We would like to present our products as following:
• Olive oil (extra virgin olive oil, pomace olive oil)
•O
 lives (Kalamata and green olives, whole, pitted and
stuffed)
•D
 airy Products (Feta PDO cheese, Manouri PDO
cheese, Halloumi cheese etc)
• Rusks (with olive oil and spicy flavor)
•P
 ickles (Red Roasted Peppers, Sun dried tomatoes and
Capper buds)
• Balsamic Vinegars in several flavors
• Spreads (Tzatziki, Hummus, Chilly – cheese spread)
All the above products are offered for retail and Food
Service market.
More information about Kaloudi products
and the Mediterranean Diet you can find in our
website www.angelfoods.gr  
We are interested to promote our products in the local
market and we are looking for an importer/distributor to
collaborate with us and promote our products.

Deli Cargo Dressings Flavors Lab
started as an experiment in 2011
and had great success! Our friends
and family, tasted our products,
they were very excited and wanted more! That’s why we have
found a place to accommodate
the enthusiasm and the inspiration
of Deli Cargo Dressings.
We made it with love! In 2017 we
found the right place! We painted
it, we cleaned it, we made all the
necessary changes to transform it
into a crystal clear lab and we started the production! At the beginning with our household
mixers. Then the know-how came to our lives and upgraded us, corrected us and took us off.
All these by Aspa and Nikoleta!
ENJOY!

Evercrete is a food company which was established in
2011 in the island of Crete
in Greece. Following our
30-year family tradition in
agribusiness by trading and
exporting Cretan fruits, we
gained the knowledge of cropping, preserving and processing the raw materials of our land.
In Evercrete, we love and respect our land and its traditions, nature and fruits, we trust our people and their
experiences and we aim to produce quality, pure, natural and delicious products, retaining the nutrients and
aromas through mild processing and avoiding the use of
additives, sugar and preservatives.
Our products are a mirror of our restless spirit, which does
not stop looking for new combinations, recipes and raw
materials, that at the end of the day we are trying them
with our families and friends. Because for us in Evercrete,
taste is experience, it is memories, it is family dinners.. and
our products reflect the way we would like to see our
world: simply and naturally.
Among our products are:
• Organic & Convectional Extra Virgin Olive Oil
• Organic Olives
• Balsamic Vinegars, Dressings and Glazes
• Natural sweeteners
• Organic Avocado Oil
• Sea Salt - Fleur de Sel
• Organic Aloe Vera Juice
• Teas and Juices with Aloe Vera Juice

Koukakis Farm SA is one of the strongest and fastest growing authentic
Greek yoghurt manufacturers with
vertically integrated milk production. It is located in North Greece at
the heart of milk producing zone.
The company produces pure & delicious dairy products according to
the strictest international certified standards (IFS, BRC, Halal, NonGMO).
The export range includes among others; Authentic Greek
Yoghurt, Greek Yoghurt with Fruits & Kefirs.
International expansion represents a key goal for Koukakis
Farm. Currently, Koukakis Farm is exporting to more than
20 countries in Europe, Middle East, S/E Asia both under
branded and private label product offering.

We would like to welcome you
to the world of ManaGi. We
are always delighted to host
people from all around the
world in order for them to be
able to taste and purchase the
treasures of our blessed lands.
TM

Produce locally, Sell globally

And this is our mission.
“To bring together and give prominence to top quality
Greek products whilst enabling each consumer to order
it directly from the producer irrespective of end-to-end distance and borders or nations through a combination of
modern and high quality automated services.” Mana Gi
PC is the first Greek company that:  
• Fills the communication gap between the buyer and
the producer
• Verifies the producers certifications and products features.
• Translates labels to the desired language and modifies
them according to the needs of your domestic market.
• Handles shipment of the goods in your desired way
and destination and provides thorough inspection of
your order’s good state (packaging, quality control).
• Issues all the necessary certificates for the export. • Handles custom clearance (in Greece).
• Immunizes money transactions.
• Provides you with free samples of the desired products.

The history of Tripodakis Winery
goes back a century ,in 1907,
in Korfalonas Kisamos, Chania,
Crete. The use of traditional vinification methods and wooden barrels resulted in high quality products. In 1935, Tripodakis Winery
was awarded the Silver Medal
at the Thessaloniki International Fair. From 1961, memorable Antonios K. Tripodakis undertook the continuation of the
family tradition of winemaking, following the footsteps of his
ancestors. With hard work, his business skills, perseverance
and his insightful spirit as his weapons, he wrote his own
great story in the field of Winery – Vinegar Production. With
pride and responsibility, his children succeeded their father
and swore to continue the great legacy of their family. With
scientific training, enthusiasm, hard work, research and vision,
they are adapting to market developments and new food
trends. They aim at the high-standard operation of their companies and the production of excellent Greek products. Οur
Production Carefully selecting the best grape varieties from
all over Greece, we produce, standardize, bottle and distribute a wide range of wines, like white, rose, red, semi-sweet
and recognized P.G.I and P.D.O. We have developed one
of the largest vinegar production plants in Greece and we
have a wide range of products, both red and white vinegar
and all types of vinegar, such as vinegar from grapes/wine,
balsamic vinegar, apple vinegar and vinegar from other
fruits like plum and pomegranate. Furthermore, we have
expanded the range of our products with new products and
sweeteners including grape molasses, confectionery syrup,
concentrated grape must and concentrated raisin syrup. Our
products are exported to USA, Europe, Asia and Africa. Our
production can cover all the needs of packaging, both small
and large, from 330ml bottles to 5lt bottles, as well as sale
in bulk (barrels, IBC and tanks).  Annual production capacity
of wine is 7,000 tons, the vinegar production unit exceeds
15,000 tons, for sweeteners and lemon condiments it is 2,000
tons while for distillates it exceeds 1,000 tons per year. Our
Vision Believing in honesty and investing in mutually beneficial relationships with our partners and customers, we seek
to gain the trust of more and more consumers.

